Across
2 Wine and wings here
3 Cash for your club, support from your senate
4 Raising the Green Mountain State?
6 Dudley Davis's middle name
9 Get it at the first and third floor desks
10 Alternative audio
11 County accountant
12 Mountain or lake view, Maple or Livak
13 6000 copies a week
17 Feline stop?
18 Pick up your pages here
19 Shares shape with commander-in-chief's office

Down
1 Sign, seal, deliver
3 The existence of learners
5 (Blue + Yellow) building topper
7 Strollin' in Olin
8 The DC's address is 590 _____ _____
11 Find it on the first floor, swipe it around campus
12 Have a ball (or 15) in the fireplace game lounge
14 Sandwiches for social justice
15 Raw rolls at the Marketplace
16 Digitally down in the dumps? Drop by!